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Abstract 
 

This proposal includes an analysis of three methods of material layering for impact mitigation in 
football helmets: a system that tunes pressure waves to a damping frequency of a viscoelastic 
layer, a four-layered system equipped with a soft external shell that can bend and compress with 
rotational and linear impacts, and a system that makes use of an open-cell foam impregnated 
with a non-Newtonian fluid. The methods were chosen because of their shared focus on 
dissipating the pressure and impulse of a collision, and this serves as the primary basis of 
comparison. Additionally, this proposal will thoroughly analyze the material selection and 
function of each layer within the helmet as a whole for each solution. After being compared on 
the basis of several criteria, the design of the Vicis ZERO1 is proposed as the most effective 
means of material layering for impact mitigation in a football helmet. While a focus on selecting 
a helmet with a focus on impact mitigation will not eliminate the risk of concussion, it will 
certainly help to reduce it.  
 
Keywords: impact mitigation, energy dissipation, wave tuning, damping, Mitigatium, elastomer, 
Vicis, non-Newtonian fluid, shear-thickening fluid, open-cell foam 

 Document Scenario: The objective of this proposal is to determine which method of material 
layering in American football helmets is most effective for impact mitigation – a measure 

that will be defined as the reduction of pressure and impulse that reaches the brain during an 
impact. This proposal could be of interest to helmet manufacturers looking to gain an edge on 

competitors, as well as governing bodies like the National Football League and the NCAA 
looking to reduce the stigma surrounding the sport’s role in traumatic brain injury. While the 

technical language and analysis in this proposal are geared toward engineers involved in a 
technical review process, its findings could certainly be of interest to executives of helmet 

manufacturers and leagues across all playing levels. 
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Executive Summary 
 Inherent to the game of football is collision. In a sport where some of the fastest, 
strongest athletes in the world are colliding with one another on a near constant basis, there will 
always be risk for traumatic brain injury; no helmet can and will ever change this. While the 
medical literature on the subject of concussion has indicated that the focus of an effective helmet 
should be the dissipation of the linear and rotational energy of a collision, flaws in helmet 
grading methodology has incentivized helmet manufacturers to continue developing helmets 
with the narrow focus of peak linear force reduction. In spite of this, helmet companies and 
researchers alike have begun to recognize the importance of impact mitigation – that is, the 
dissipation of pressure and impulse – in concussion prevention.  
 In this proposal, three unique methods of material layering for an impact mitigating 
helmet are considered. The analysis of each method entails a thorough explanation of each layer 
of the helmet, specifically focusing on the properties of the material selected and the function 
that it plays in the system as a whole. Then, an analysis of the effectiveness of the method of 
layering is conducted with an explanation of the testing procedure being offered followed by a 
commentary on the results of pressure and/or impulse reduction. Lastly, a brief analysis of cost is 
conducted and included as a point of comparison among the three solutions.  
 Then, the three solutions are compared against one another in a table with materials, 
weight, cost, and effectiveness in pressure and impulse mitigation all serving as points of 
comparison. Ultimately, the design employed in the Vicis ZERO1 is proposed as the best method 
of material layering for impact mitigation due to its exceptional ability to dissipate the linear and 
rotational energy of a collision and its proven track record in the testing laboratory and on the 
field.  
 While players are often resistant to changing their helmets for reasons of comfort, 
familiarity, or even superstition, efforts of organizations to educate their players on the medical 
nature of traumatic brain injury and how the material layering of the ZERO1 could help to 
mitigate the risk of concussion and ultimately reduce the incidence of concussion in professional 
football.  
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Problem Analysis 
This section will examine the medical nature of traumatic brain injury and the role of the helmet 
in mitigating risk of concussion in American football.   

Overview of problem and its significance 

In 2017, researchers from Boston University conducted the largest study ever on Chronic 
Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE)2, a degenerative neurological condition that has been linked 
to repetitive brain trauma. Their findings were staggering. Of the 202 brains studied, sourced 
from deceased former high school, college, and professional football players, the researchers 
diagnosed CTE in 177. Among the brains of 111 former NFL players, all but one had CTE – a 
finding that much dismayed the league that has long stood by its stance that there is no link 
between head trauma sustained in the sport and brain injury later in life (Mez, Daneshvar, & 
Kiernan, 2015). Even to the sport’s most ardent supporters, one thing was becoming increasingly 
apparent: football had a serious head injury problem.  

During a mild collision in which the head is subjected to a force, the brain is surrounded 
by a built-in protection system composed of the hard-exterior cranium and a layer of 
cerebrospinal fluid that acts as a natural cushion. The problem, however, arises when the force of 
a collision induces an acceleration of the brain great enough to cause it to collide with the skull. 
This, naturally, causes the stretching of nerve cells – a phenomenon known as axonal 
deformation2 – and subsequent disruption of neural connections (Cullen & Harris, 2016). While 
most associate this phenomenon with the concussion-inducing collisions seen on highlight reels, 
it also occurs frequently in less obvious ways, specifically in impacts below the concussion 
threshold known as sub-concussive impacts; this is particularly dangerous, as those who suffer 
sub-concussive impacts typically do not initially exhibit symptoms.  

It is precisely these hits, found another group of researchers from Boston University, that 
are primarily responsible for causing CTE. In a study involving the postmortem brains of four 
teenage athletes as well as a laboratory experiment that entailed subjecting mice to either 
repeated head impact or a single concussive blow. In those that sustained a single intense impact, 
the brain pathology revealed no sign of CTE in brains; on the other hand, those that sustained 
repeated sub-concussive impacts showed abnormal accumulation of tau, the protein responsible 
for CTE. For this reason, Dr. Lee Goldstein, Director of Boston University’s CTE Center, feels 
that to narrow the focus of mitigating head injury to preventing concussion and achieving 
symptomatic recovery is to fail to address the true danger the sport poses to those who play 
(Goldstein, 2018).  
 Inherent to the game of football is collision. While increased emphasis on safe tackling 
technique and greater enforcement of targeting penalties for flagrant hits to the head may reduce 
the incidence of concussion in the sport, there is no way to eliminate the types of collisions that 
Goldstein feels are to blame for CTE. Therefore, the means by which the brain is protected from 
these lesser collisions must be improved – specifically, a helmet must be designed with a focus 
on reducing not only the peak force of a large collision, but also the impulse and pressure that 
accompany the smaller impacts that accumulate over the course of a game.  

Engineering fundamentals of problem 

 The modern football helmet, designed with the objective of reducing the peak force of an 
impact, has all but eliminated the risk for skull fracture in football – a welcome development that 
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has certainly made the game safer. Today, the helmet testing and rating process used at both the 
professional and college levels reflects this emphasis on mitigating blunt force impact. Dummy 
heads, clad in the helmet being tested, are dropped vertically from various heights with sensors 
to determine the peak force on the head. According to research from Stanford University, 
however, this form of testing may be misguided. In their examination of the signature skull 
motion that causes brain injury, they found that it is not blunt force impact, but rather repeated 
impacts that induce brain and skull rotation that are primarily responsible for causing damage to 
the brain (Camarillo, 2018). If a helmet is to effectively protect the brain against impact, it has to 
do more than reduce the peak force of the impact, it must dissipate the linear and rotational 
energy of that collision so that the brain does not have to do so itself.  
 To begin the discussion of energy dissipation, it is important to distinguish between the 
two primary features of impact: peak pressure1 and impulse1. In the event of a collision 
involving the unprotected head, pressure waves will propagate through the skull. The following 
equation quantifies the pressure exerted on a surface during a collision:  

𝑃(𝑡) = 	𝑃!	𝑓(
𝑡
𝑡!
) 

Equation 1: Pressure Exerted on Surface 
Source: U. of Michigan, 2015 

Here, the values of 𝑃!	 and 𝑡! are constants that are related to the masses of the bodies involved in 
the collision and the speed at which they collide; they also depend on the mechanical properties 
both of the helmet and the object that impacts it. In any case, however, it can be seen clearly that 
the pressure exerted on the helmet will reach a peak value and decline over time.  
 If this pressure were to be plotted against time, the impulse could be found by simply 
integrating with respect to time to find the area under the pressure curve, as seen in the following 
equation.  

𝐼! = ) 𝑃(𝑡)	𝑑𝑡
#

!
 

Equation 2: Impulse of a Collision 
Source: U. of Michigan, 2015 

It is the impulse that is responsible for the transfer of kinetic energy, which, as discussed 
previously, is culprit in causing brain injury. The question then arises: how can material layering 
within a helmet most effectively reduce impulse and dissipate the linear and rotational energy of 
a collision?  
 At the University of Michigan, a team of researchers feel they have found the answer in a 
three-tiered helmet system called Mitigatium. Much like most helmets currently on the market, 
Mitigatium has a hard polycarbonate outer shell that is responsible for reflecting the bulk of the 
initial stress wave at the time of impact. Inside this shell lies a second tier composed of a flexible 
plastic responsible not for absorbing or reflecting the pressure, but rather for tuning the induced 
stress waves to specific frequencies that are compatible with the third and final viscoelastic 
layer. These viscoelastic materials have a unique capacity to dampen specified frequencies – 
frequencies that stress waves can be tuned to and effectively dissipated (Rahimzadeh, Arruda, & 
Thouless, 2015).   
 While Mitigatium certainly delivers a compelling case for the application of viscoelastic 
materials in helmet design, Washington-based start-up Vicis offers an alternative. Samuel 
Browd, a neurosurgeon at the University of Washington, teamed up with a team of researchers to 
take a closer look at the impact and the role it played in brain injury. Just as the researchers had 
found at Stanford University, Browd’s team concluded that the narrow focus of helmets in 
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reducing blunt force linear impact was not enough – once again, a means of dissipating this 
energy had to be developed. Where the team from University of Michigan chose to reduce 
impulse through dampening the pressure waves with viscoelastic materials, Browd’s team of 
engineers opted to do so through physical deformation. Under a seemingly conventional shell lie 
column-shaped elements that bend and compress in response to rotational and linear energy, 
effectively dissipating it before it reaches the brain (Tolinski, 2016).  
 Lastly, researchers at the MIT have employed fluids known as non-Newtonian 
fluidsError! Bookmark not defined. in their efforts to reduce impulse and protect against 
traumatic brain injury. Whereas most fluids follow Newton’s law of viscosity, maintaining a 
constant viscosity independent of stress, a non-Newtonian fluid’s viscosity can change in the 
presence of a force. Typically, helmets rely upon cushions or air-filled pockets underneath a 
hard-outer shell; this, however, simply transmits the force of the impact directly to the skull. 
With this in mind, the team developed a two-layer energy dissipation system composed of a 
traditional polycarbonate shell over top of a sub-layer composed of tiny cells filled with non-
Newtonian fluid, which expands and hardens in the presence of force, effectively neutralizing the 
force (Dawson, McKinley & Gibson, 2018).  

Lessons from prior responses to the problem 

 Though it may seem hard to believe given the incredibly violent nature of the game and 
the seemingly super-human strength and power of those who play it, according to Harvard 
University’s Emily A. Harrison, author of a comprehensive history of concussions in the sport of 
football, helmets were at one point an afterthought. However, after a string of 19 head injury-
related football deaths in 1905 began to garner national attention and calls for a ban of the sport, 
President Theodore Roosevelt personally intervened on behalf of players in an effort to make the 
game safer. At the urging of Roosevelt, collegiate officials introduced several rule changes to 
reduce instances of head injury. Still, however, players were not mandated to wear helmets.  
 Although the rule changes helped to quell public unrest in the face of the crisis, skull 
fracture continued to be a serious risk posed to those playing the game; 11 players died of head 
injuries in both 1906 and 1907. With the sport’s governing bodies failing to act in mandating 
helmets, players began to take matters into their own hands. Among these was Admiral Joseph 
Mason Reeve, who had taken so many blows to the head that his doctor warned of “instant 
insanity” in the event of another impact. Determined to continue playing the game, Reeve had 
his shoemaker create a leather cap with ear flaps that would offer some degree of impact 
mitigation in the event of collision. Throughout the early 1900s, the leather football helmet 
began to gain popularity in the sport.  
 While the layer of soft leather was mildly effective in absorbing energy from collisions, it 
was not effective in “bouncing” or reflecting the peak force of an impact the way a helmet 
composed of a harder material can. The efficacy of these helmets in reducing the risk of skull 
fracture was questionable, to say the least. In the 1920s, helmets composed of hardened leather 
became more common; while these offered slightly enhanced protection relative to their soft-
shelled counterparts, instances of skull fracture continued. It was becoming increasingly clear 
that the material properties of leather, soft and hard, simply would not be sufficient for impact 
mitigation in the sport.  
 In response, John T. Riddell began searching for a stronger material that would be 
capable of reducing the peak force of an impact enough to prevent skull fracture. Eventually, in 
1939, Riddell had developed the first plastic football helmet. Recognizing that the plastic was not 
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by nature capable of deformation and therefore ineffective in dissipating energy, Riddell turned 
opted for a web-suspension system, the first of its kind, composed of a series of bands and straps 
that created a layer of space between the player’s head and the outer shell of the helmet – a 
method of material layering that would go on to be employed by the military in World War II. In 
time, a layer of padding would be added underneath the outer shell to offer a degree of energy 
dissipation and a more comfortable wearing experience (Harrison, 2014).    

While plastics were beginning to gain traction in manufacturing in several industries at 
the time, they were still extremely limited in several key areas – chief among them, pliability. 
Initially, the plastics used in Riddell’s helmets were brittle and prone to shattering on impact. I 
the 1970s, however, polycarbonate (PC) plastics, primarily developed for impact strength and 
pliability for aerospace applications, became widely available. Helmet manufacturers now had a 
plastic that was strong enough to withstand tremendous linear forces and pliable enough to 
prevent shattering – two key characteristics that keep the material in use today (Buitrago, 2006). 
Figure 1 is graph showing the impact strength of polycarbonate plastic relative to several of its 
widely used counterparts:  

 

 
Figure 1: Impact Strength of Plastics 

Source: University of Buffalo 
 

Though these efforts over the years have all but eliminated the risk of skull fracture in the 
game of football, researchers are now beginning to understand that it is not necessarily the peak 
force that causes brain injury – it is the impulse and pressure of an impact that is primarily 
responsible for causing brain injury. Therefore, materials in helmets need to be layered with a 
focus not on further reduction of force – they already to this well – but rather on energy 
dissipation i.e. the reduction of the impulse and pressure that reaches the brain. In this paper, 
three methods of material layering and their efficacy in impact mitigation are considered.   

Project objectives and constraints 

 The objective of this proposal is to compare the efficacy of three novel methods of 
material layering for impact mitigation in American football helmets. For the sake of simplicity 
and completeness, the scope of impact mitigation will be narrowed to the reduction of pressure 
and impulse delivered to the brain during a collision.  
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Candidate Solutions 
 In this section, three methods of material layering for impact mitigation in American 
football helmets will be considered: Mitigatium’s viscoelastic-centered approach, Vicis’ use of a 
deformable outer-shell, and the application of a non-Newtonian fluid in a dissipative layer. The 
analysis of each method of material layering will begin with an overview of the helmet design – 
that is, a thorough consideration of each layer of the helmet and the role it plays within the 
overall process of impact mitigation. Following this overview, the effectiveness of each method 
will be considered on the basis of the two primary quantifiers in impact mitigation – pressure and 
impulse reduction.  

Scope of solutions considered  

 While helmets have improved greatly over the last decade according to the National 
Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE) helmet standard, this is 
not to say that helmets have improved in their ability to prevent concussion and brain injury. In 
fact, NOCSAE itself acknowledges that “the NOCSAE helmet standard is not a concussion 
standard” and that “there are currently no helmet standards in existence that are concussion 
specific” (NOCSAE).  
 Because the NOCSAE standards are limited to peak force reduction, major helmet 
manufacturers such as Riddell and Schutt have been incentivized to develop helmets that are 
effective in this capacity. The problem, however, arises when these standards do not account for 
impact mitigation; helmet manufacturers have been slow to address their helmets’ ability, or lack 
thereof, to reduce the pressure and impulse of a collision. Given the medical research cited 
previously regarding the significant role of these two quantifiers in brain injury, this 
phenomenon is extraordinarily alarming.  
 For this reason, popular helmets that were designed without a specific emphasis on 
impact mitigation will be excluded from this proposal, regardless of performance in NOCSAE 
laboratory testing (Deubert, Cohen & Lynch, 2016). This proposal’s scope of consideration will 
be limited to helmets designed with an emphasis on reducing the pressure and impulse of a 
collision – that is to say, an emphasis on energy dissipation, rather than peak force reduction. 
This focus is intended to create a comparison among methods of material layering that are in-line 
with the findings of a growing collection of medical research on the mechanics of concussion 
and brain injury – not a list of industry standards that entirely fail to consider energy dissipation.  

Explanation of candidate solutions 

Mitigatium  
This design employs the use of a three-layered system composed of two polymer layers that tune 
pressure waves of a collision to a characteristic frequency that can be dissipated by a third 
viscoelastic layer.  

Elastic Tuning Layer 
 Developed with the objective of reducing the peak pressure and impulse of a collision, 
Mitigatium relies primarily on the dissipation of energy by means of an inner viscoelastic layer 
that is responsible for damping pressure waves produced during impact. To make this possible, 
however, there must first exist an outer layer that is capable of tuning these stress waves to match 
the critical frequency of the viscoelastic layer. This is where our analysis will begin.  
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 When a collision occurs, the impulse is delivered at the point of impact via stress waves 
of varying frequencies. For optimal energy dissipation, the critical frequency of the damping 
material will be equal to that of the stress wave it is damping; this is where the inherent problem 
with viscoelastic materials arises. Because the impulse is transmitted as stress waves that 
accompany a broad range of frequencies – frequencies that are tremendously unpredictable – it is 
difficult to choose a viscoelastic material with a single critical frequency that optimally 
dissipates energy. (Wang, Sun & Zhang, 2016). The team at the University of Michigan, 
however, believes it has found a solution using a three-tiered outer structure that is capable of 
tuning the stresses to match those of the viscoelastic material underneath.  
 In the selection of the materials for the outer structure, there are three key properties that 
must be considered, according to the team: isotropic modulus1 (the material’s resistance to 
being deformed elastically in the presence of stress), density, and thickness. In the following 
equation, these three variables define the characteristic frequency1 that the stresses will 
ultimately be tuned to:  

𝑓$ =
+𝐸/𝜌
2𝐿  

Equation 3: Characteristic Frequency of a Material 
Source: U. of Michigan, 2015 

Here, 𝑓$ is the characteristic frequency, E is the isotropic modulus of the material, 𝜌 is the 
density of the material, and L is the thickness of the layer. If 𝑓$ matches the critical frequency of 
the viscoelastic layer underneath, the wave will be efficiently dissipated by the viscoelastic layer.  
 Another property of the outer materials that must be considered is the acoustic 
impedance1 – specifically, the impedance mismatch between the materials. When an ultrasonic 
wave, such as a pressure wave, encounters a boundary between two materials with different 
acoustic impedances, wave reflection occurs. As seen in the following equation, the reflection 
coefficient – that is, the percentage of energy reflected – is a dependent on the impedance 
mismatch; the greater the difference in impedance, the greater the percentage of energy that will 
be reflected (NDT).   

𝑅 = 100 ∗	(
(𝑍% − 𝑍&)
(𝑍% + 𝑍&)

)% 

Equation 4: Reflection Coefficient of a Two Layered Material 
Source: U. of Michigan, 2015 

While this concept of reflection is important to ensure a reasonable pressure wave amplitude that 
can be effectively dissipated by the viscoelastic layer, the amplitude of the wave cannot be 
excessively reduced. In response, the team chose a two-layered design composed of materials 
with varying levels of acoustic impedance that ensured that the stress waves would be tuned to 
an appropriate amplitude (Rahimzadeh, Arruda, & Thouless, 2015). 

Viscoelastic Dissipative Layer  
 In addition to the above constraints for the material selection of the outer layers, the 
properties of the viscoelastic layer itself must also be considered. The process by which a force 
acts on a viscoelastic material can be divided into two phases: the loading phase and the 
unloading phase. During the loading phase, the load – that is, the energy of the collision – will be 
applied to the viscoelastic material and will stretch it; during the unloading phase, the material 
will return to its original shape. The key is, however, that as the material stretches during the 
loading phase, energy is lost due to heat dissipation or molecular rearrangement. Therefore, if the 
number of loading and unloading cycles increases, the energy dissipated in the viscoelastic layer, 
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too, increases (Atreya, 2017). Understanding this, the researchers have found choosing a 
viscoelastic material with a relatively high critical frequency is optimal for energy dissipation, as 
it is at high frequency that the number of loading and unloading cycles is maximized.  
 Also, a consideration of the ratio of the unrelaxed modulus to the relaxed modulus of the 
viscoelastic layer is necessary for optimal energy dissipation. Generally, a viscoelastic material 
exhibits different characteristics of elasticity depending on the level of stress the material is 
subjected to. The unrelaxed modulus1, 𝐸(,	is an instantaneous measure of the elasticity of the 
material when it begins deforming in the presence of a stressor; the relaxed modulus1, 𝐸) , 
quantifies the elasticity of the material when the material has been fully deformed. As a 
viscoelastic material deforms, the elastic modulus will decrease from a peak value (the unrelaxed 
modulus) until it reaches a minimum (the relaxed modulus); the time it takes for the material to 
reach this relaxed modulus is known as the relaxation time, denoted 𝜏.	The capacity for energy 
dissipation is maximized when a material has a high unrelaxed modulus to relaxed modulus 
ratio. This can be seen in the following equation, where tan(𝛿) represents the maximum 
theoretical magnitude of energy dissipation that occurs at the critical frequency (Rahimzadeh, 
Arruda, & Thouless, 2015).  

tan(𝛿) =
𝐸( − 𝐸)
2+𝐸(𝐸)

 

Equation 5: Maximum Magnitude of Energy Dissipation of a Viscoelastic Material 
Source: U. of Michigan, 2015 

Analysis Procedure  
 In their analysis of impact mitigation, the team from the University of Michigan used 
ABAQUS explicit, a commercial finite-analysis code1. Neglecting internal interactions between 
the helmet and the source of impact, the team focused on comparing the peak amplitude of the 
pressure wave (𝑃!) with the instantaneous amplitude of the pressure wave (𝑃*) transmitted at three 
different points of the viscoelastic layer of the helmet. Additionally, the team determined the peak 
impulse (𝐼!) applied to the helmet and compared this with the impulse transmitted through the 
helmet (𝐼*) at the same three points where the pressure measurements were taken (Rahimzadeh, 
Arruda, & Thouless, 2015).   

Analysis of Pressure Mitigation 
 As for their determination of the helmet’s effectiveness in mitigating pressure, the team’s 
process was fairly straightforward. After applying a pressure to the surface of the helmet along the 
x-direction, the finite-element analysis code allowed for simple calculation of the maximum value 
of longitudinal stress. In order to determine the efficacy of the tuning itself in pressure mitigation, 
the team conducted trials using a well-tuned system (𝑓+/𝑓, = 1)	and a poorly tuned system 
(𝑓+/𝑓, =	 .01). In each trial, the longitudinal stress transmitted was continuously measured at three 
points of the viscoelastic layer – the outer surface (element one), the middle (element two), and 
the inner surface (element three). In their analysis, the researchers plotted the normalized 
longitudinal stress (the ratio of the instantaneous longitudinal stress to the maximum longitudinal 
stress) against time for each element of the viscoelastic layer. Figure 2 shows these plots for the 
well-tuned and poorly tuned systems (Rahimzadeh, Arruda, & Thouless, 2015).  
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Figure 2: Normalized Longitudinal Stress Over Time 

Source: U. of Michigan, 2015 

 As can be seen in the figures above, the well-tuned system was able to dissipate a greater 
percentage of the maximum pressure than the poorly tuned system and was able to do so more 
efficiently. Perhaps most important, however, is the well-tuned system’s ability to virtually 
eliminate the longitudinal stress in element three, the portion of the viscoelastic layer that lies 
closest to the brain. The efficacy of a well-tuned system in pressure mitigation is against 
reinforced in Figure 3, which plots the normalized transmitted peak pressure against the 
normalized critical frequency.  

 
Figure 3: Normalized Peak Pressure against Normalized Critical Frequency 

Source: U. of Michigan, 2015 

 Here, it is evident that the minimum in normalized transmitted peak pressure occurs in 
the well-tuned system where 𝑓+/𝑓, = 1. Additionally, this figure conveys the importance of the 
ratio of the relaxed modulus to unrelaxed modulus. As mentioned in the dissipative layer section, 
a low relaxed to unrelaxed modulus ratio in a viscoelastic material is favorable for energy 
dissipation; the results in Figure 3 substantiate this claim, as the lowest normalized transmitted 
peak pressures occur in those materials that have the lowest ratios of relaxed modulus, 𝐸), to 
unrelaxed modulus, 𝐸(.  
 The third variable considered by the researchers was the amount of time taken for the 
stress wave to traverse the viscoelastic layer. In this stage of analysis, the researchers plotted the 
normalized peak transmitted pressure against the normalized time taken by the stress wave 
traveling through the layer. The results can be seen in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Normalized Transmitted Peak Pressure against Time in Viscoelastic Layer 

Source: U. of Michigan, 2015 
 As seen, the maximum amplitude of the peak pressure dropped as the time taken to 
traverse the viscoelastic layer increased. This, of course, makes intuitive sense, as an increase in 
time would allow for increased energy dissipation. Most simply, increasing the thickness of the 
viscoelastic layer would necessarily increase the travel time and lead to increased pressure 
dissipation; additionally, if the outer layers were able to decrease the speed of the stress wave, 
the travel time would increase.  

Analysis of Impulse Mitigation 
  In their analysis of impulse mitigation, the team followed a similar procedure. With a 
force being exerted in the x-direction, a finite-element analysis code was responsible for the 
calculation of normalized effective impulse. As they did with pressure, researchers sought to 
determine the efficacy of each tier of tuning in impulse mitigation; they also sought to find a 
relationship between impulse mitigation and the relaxed to unrelaxed modulus ratio. Lastly, they 
considered how the traveling time in the viscoelastic layer influenced the helmet’s ability to 
mitigate impulse. As seen in Figure 5,  the impact of a well-tuned system on impulse mitigation 
is clear. Without exception, the minimum normalized effective impulse was transmitted in those 
systems with  𝑓+/𝑓, = 1, reinforcing the researchers’ understanding that a well-tuned system can 
capably mitigate impulse. Additionally, it can be seen that the lowest levels of impulse 
transmission occurred in those materials with a low ratio of relaxed modulus 𝐸), to unrelaxed 
modulus, 𝐸(	(Rahimzadeh, Arruda, & Thouless, 2015). 
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Figure 5: Normalized Critical Frequency against Normalized Effective Impulse 

Source: U. of Michigan, 2015 
 Like pressure mitigation, impulse mitigation is time dependent. As can be seen in Figure 
6 below, as the time taken for the stress wave to traverse the viscoelastic layer increased, the 
layer was able to dissipate more energy and reduce the impulse transmitted. Therefore, a thicker 
viscoelastic layer would necessarily mean a greater reduction of impulse.  

 
Figure 6: Normalized Effective Impulse against Time in Viscoelastic Layer 

Source: U. of Michigan, 2015 

Cost Consideration 
 While the University of Michigan has not released any information regarding the 
potential cost of Mitigatium, the material properties described can offer some insight. As for the 
outer layer, the polycarbonate shell is not unlike those that can be found on the majority of 
helmets on the market today; polycarbonate is a relatively inexpensive thermoplastic that should 
not make the helmet overly expensive or difficult to produce. For the tuning layers, the cost will 
depend greatly on the specific materials selected. As mentioned previously, the most important 
factor in selecting two tuning layers is difference in acoustic impedance; therefore, two 
inexpensive polymers with very different values of acoustic impedance could offer effective 
blast tuning. For the viscoelastic dissipative layer, the cost will also depend on the specific 
material selected. Here, the important characteristic is a low ratio of relaxed modulus to 
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unrelaxed modulus, so any viscoelastic material that satisfies this could offer dissipate energy 
effectively. The relatively simple construction of Mitigatium and the flexibility it offers in 
material selection should allow for a competitively priced product.  

Vicis ZERO1 
This four-tiered design makes use of a deformable outer shell that overlays columns that can 
bend and compress with an impact. Underneath these dissipative layers is a polycarbonate shell 
that deflects any remaining pressure waves over the surface of the head and a custom padding 
system that ensures the helmet fits the topography of its wearer.  

Lode Shell 
 Like a car bumper, the outer layer of the Vicis ZERO1 is designed with a focus on 
deformation. Unlike the hard outer shells comprised of polycarbonate seen in Mitigatium and the 
NNF-impregnated model discussed in the next section, the lode shell of the ZERO1 is comprised 
of a thermoplastic elastomerError! Bookmark not defined. with very weak intermolecular forces 
and an extremely low Young’s modulus – this allows for absorption at the outer layers, rather 
than deflection. In the figures below, the deformation of the outer layer can be seen clearly in a 
side-by-side comparison with a Riddell SpeedFlex (right) helmet, which has a polycarbonate 
outer shell, in Figure 7 (Vicis, 2017).  

 
Figure 7: Deformation of Vicis ZERO1 and Riddell SpeedFlex 

Source: Vicis, 2017 

Reflex Layer 
 Located directly beneath the lode shell is the reflex layer that is the means by which the 
lode shell deforms omnidirectionally. Essentially, the reflex layer is composed of several 
columns that are able to bend and compress with an impact. Below, Figure 8 shows the patent for 
the design shows a sketch of these columns while the other shows a photograph of these columns 
on a manufactured helmet (Vicis, 2017).  
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Figure 8: Sketch and Photo of ZERO1 Reflex Layer 

Source: Vicis, 2017 
 Essentially, during a collision, the pressure exerted on the surface of a structure reaches a 
peak value and will then decay over time. This, as mentioned in engineering fundamentals of the 
problem, can be summed up in Equation 1 discussed previously and copied below. 

𝑃(𝑡) = 	𝑃!	𝑓(
𝑡
𝑡!
) 

Equation 1: Pressure Exerted on Surface 
Source: U. of Michigan, 2017 

Seeing as the pressure decays over time, it can be concluded that by extending the time of a 
collision, the pressure exerted on head of the player can be effectively reduced. In the Journal of 
Applied Mechanics published by ASME, Sansriti Saxena offers tremendous insight into how the 
material properties of the reflex layer of the ZERO1 take advantage of this phenomenon. When 
two players collide with a hard-external shell, the time of the collision is extremely low, as the 
helmets remain rigid and bounce off of one another; this allows for little to no dissipation of the 
pressure. With the lode shell and the reflex layer, however, as the columns compress or bend 
depending on the nature of the collision, the time of the collision is extended, and pressure is 
effectively mitigated.  
 This, too, plays a significant role in impulse mitigation. As discussed previously, impulse 
is essentially the measure of the change in momentum of a collision and is responsible for the 
transfer of kinetic energy during a collision. Mathematically, impulse is simply the integral of the 
pressure with respect to time.  

𝐼! = ) 𝑃(𝑡)	𝑑𝑡
#

!
 

Equation 2: Impulse of a Collision 
Source: U. of Michigan, 2017 

Therefore, if the pressure exerted on a surface could be reduced, all else equal, the impulse of the 
collision, too, would necessarily be reduced (Saxena, 2017).  
 Because these columns are capable of either compressing or bending with a collision, 
they are effective in mitigating the effects of both linear and rotational collisions. As discussed in 
the problem analysis, many medical professionals believe that it is primarily these rotational 
impacts that are responsible for traumatic brain injury; the Vicis ZERO1 addresses these 
concerns with a dissipative layer that can compress and bend omnidirectionally: a process shown 
in Figure 9 below.  
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Figure 9: Column Deformation in ZERO1 Reflex Layer 

Source: Vicis, 2017 

Arch Shell and Form Liner 
 While Mitigatium and the NNF-impregnated helmets opt to deflect the pressure at the 
outer layers, resulting in a more uniform distribution of pressure to be dissipated in the inner 
layers, Vicis does so in its inner layer called the arch shell, pictured on the left side of Figure 10. 
While the outer layers of the ZERO1 effectively reduce the pressure and impulse of a collision, 
in the absence of a polycarbonate shell, the stress that was transmitted to the head would be 
localized at the point of impact, creating risk for skull fracture. The ZERO1 addresses this with a 
hard-plastic shell that is custom fit using to cradle the head and deflect the pressure over the 
entire area of the head.  
 To create a fit that conforms to the topography of each player’s head and can distribute 
pressure uniformly across the head, Vicis makes use of its innermost layer known as the form  
liner, which can be seen below on the right side of Figure 10.  

 
Figure 10: Arch Shell and Form Liner 

Source: Vicis, 2017 
 This layer is intended to maximize the utility of Vicis’ fitting method known as the Axis 
Fit System. Each ZERO1 helmet is shipped with a standard, pre-installed set of pods that 
comprise the form liner; Vicis, however, also makes available three other levels of pod thickness 
that can adjust the helmet’s height, side fit, front fit, and back fit (Vicis, 2017). This allows for 
players to combine pod thickness levels in places where they may need more or less support 
depending on their respective head shapes and achieve a fit that is unique to the topography of 
their head and can effectively distribute the pressure over the entire head.  
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Analysis Procedure 
 Although the Vicis ZERO1 has been the best performing helmet over the past three years 
of NFL/NFLPA helmet performance testing, this will not serve as the basis of analysis. As 
discussed previously in the problem analysis section, there are inherent flaws in the 
NFL/NFLPA’s helmet testing methodology with emphasis being placed on the reduction of blunt 
force during linear impacts and a general neglect for energy dissipation during rotational impacts 
(Harrison, 2014).  
 Therefore, the STAR Methodology created by the Virginia Tech Helmet Lab will serve 
as the form of analysis. After more than a decade of concussion research, the team at Virginia 
Tech has developed an analysis procedure to evaluate a helmet’s ability to dissipate energy both 
linearly and rotationally for a range of impact levels.  
 While most pendulum impactors are flat faced, the nylon impactor face chosen by the 
researchers at Virginia Tech has a 12.7 cm radius of curvature that was designed specifically the 
replicate the curved surface of an impacting helmet. Additionally, the team developed a custom 
head and neck system representative of an average male to wear the helmet during the testing 
procedure; this allowed for realistic linear and rotational motion to be created to simulate that of 
an actual collision involving the head.  
 For each helmet, the pendulum impactor would make contact with the helmet in the front, 
on each side, and in the back. In each case, the head was equipped with three linear 
accelerometers and a triaxial angular rate sensor, which allowed for the measure of linear and 
rotational kinematics, respectively.  
 Based on the linear and rotational acceleration values obtained by the sensors, the team 
was able to arrive at a value R, a measure of risk of concussion shown in Equation 6. Because 
rotational impacts pose greater risk for concussion than their linear counterparts, the rotational 
acceleration, α, is given greater weight in the equation than linear acceleration, a. 

R(a, α) 	= 	1	1	 + 	e	 − (−10.2	 + 	0.0433 ∗ a	 + 	0.000873 ∗ α	 − 	0.00000092 ∗ aα)		 
Equation 6: Risk of Concussion 

Source: Virginia Tech, 2018 
 Because collisions were simulated at four locations of the head – front, both sides, and 
back – and at three impact speeds, the team aggregated the results of each trial to obtain a final 
“STAR” value, a comprehensive measure of the performance of the helmet. Equation 7 shows 
the calculation process below, where L represents the impact location number, V represents the 
impact speed, E(L,V) is the impact exposure at that respective location and velocity, and R(a,α) 
is the risk of concussion computed in Equation 6 (“Virginia Tech,” 2018).  

STAR	 = 	J J 	E(L, V) 	∗ 	R(a, α)
-

./&

0

1/&
	 

Equation 7: STAR Measure of Performance 
Source: Virginia Tech, 2018 

Analysis of Impact Mitigation 
 While Virginia Tech releases a list of STAR scores for the helmets tested and a 
corresponding ranking, they unfortunately do not disclose specifics on the linear and rotational 
kinematics of collision. In 2017, the year the helmet was released, the Vicis ZERO1 was ranked 
as Virginia Tech’s most effective helmet in impact mitigation with a STAR score of 1.92: the 
highest score ever achieved in the decade-long history of the STAR methodology. In 2018, the 
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ZERO1 earned a score of 1.92, making it the highest performing helmet on the market for the 
second straight year (“Virginia Tech,” 2018).  
 From this STAR score, it can be gathered that the pressure and impulse were effectively 
mitigated, as they are closely related to linear and rotational acceleration. The Vicis ZERO1 
demonstrates an exceptional capacity to extend the time of collision, reduce the pressure and 
impulse and corresponding acceleration, and effectively dissipate the energy of a collision. That 
the fully manufactured helmet was tested in an industry-respected laboratory environment 
directly against other helmets currently on the market is important, as the other two methods of 
material layering were considered were tested as samples using criteria that cannot be directly 
compared to any potential competitors yet.  

Cost Consideration 
 Currently, the Vicis ZERO1 is available for purchase at $950 – a relatively high price 
relative to most helmets on the market, which typically run for around $400. However, unlike 
most helmets that employ simple designs consisting of polycarbonate outer-shell enclosing a 
foam dissipative layer, the ZERO1 involves the use of several proprietary materials developed by 
Vicis for application in the ZERO1; additionally, the reflex layer, composed of several small 
columns, requires a more involved manufacturing process than a typical foam dissipative layer. 
It is also worth noting that the Vicis ZERO1 is priced competitively when compared to helmets 
that performed similarly on the STAR test, such as the Schutt F7, priced at $975.  

Non-Newtonian Fluid-Impregnated Model 
This design involves the use of an open-cell foam that is impregnated with a shear-thickening 
fluid that allows for a thinner, lighter, more efficient dissipative layer.  

Polycarbonate Outer Shell 
 For the outer layer of the helmet, the team from MIT opted for a hard, polycarbonate 
shell not unlike the outer shell of Mitigatium. As mentioned, a polycarbonate outer shell plays a 
small role in the absorption of the energy of the collision, its function is primarily to reduce the 
peak force of the collision by redistribute the energy of the impact over the surface area of the 
dissipative layer.  
 Interestingly, the team noted that the typical outer shell thickness of the helmet of 5 mm 
could be reduced to 3 mm without sacrificing effectiveness in peak force reduction or durability. 
Because the outer shell absorbs little energy relative to the inner dissipative layers, the team 
recognized that the reduction in outer shell diameter would allow for enhanced energy 
dissipation with either the addition of an energy absorbing material or a slightly thicker layer of 
an already existing dissipative layer. Because the polycarbonate outer layer is denser than the 
dissipative foam that will be added in its place and discussed in more detail in the next section, 
the total weight of the helmet is also effectively reduced (Dawson, McKinley & Gibson, 2018).  

Dissipative Composite Layer  
 For the dissipative layer, the team chose a lightweight composite layer that is composed 
of a low-density polyurethane foam impregnated with a non-Newtonian fluidError! Bookmark 
not defined. (NNF). Unlike a Newtonian fluid, such as air or water, which maintains a constant 
viscosity over time and in the presence of force, the viscosity of a non-Newtonian fluid can 
change in the presence of stress. While standard polyurethane foam used in helmets on the 
market today is impregnated with air, a fluid with extremely low viscosity that offers very little 
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resistance in the dynamic response of the foam, the altered viscosity of an NNF during a 
collision allows for significant changes in dynamic response (Wachmann, Dougherty & Pan, 
2017).   
 Specifically, the type of non-Newtonian fluid that will be considered is a shear 
thickening fluid (STF)Error! Bookmark not defined., also known as a dilatant. An STF is a fluid 
where the viscosity increases with shear strain. While the scientific community has not reached a 
consensus on the exact mechanism of shear thickening, several studies have substantiated the 
‘order-disorder’ proposalError! Bookmark not defined., which E.M. Wahba of Alexandria 
University describes as a phenomenon that occurs when stress hits a critical level and causes 
particles of a the fluid to be shifted from their ordered alignment; this results in a series of 
collisions amongst the particles and an increase in the viscosity of the fluid. Below, in Error! 
Reference source not found., viscosity is plotted against shear strain for a silica-based non-
Newtonian fluid that will be discussed later in this section (Wahba, 2013).  

 
Figure 11 Viscosity against Shear Stress 

MIT, 2014 
In the composite layer of the helmet, the shear thickening property of the NNF has several 
advantages. First, because it exhibits greater viscosity than its air-impregnated counterparts, the 
foam offers enhanced control in energy dissipation over a smaller deformation. In other words, a 
thinner, lighter layer of the composite can effectively dissipate the same energy that a thicker air-
impregnated foam could. Additionally, because the microstructural damage posed to open-cell 
foam is negligible, the liquid-impregnated foam is highly reversible, meaning that the layer will 
maintain its efficacy from collision to collision (Wahba, 2013) – an extraordinarily important 
characteristic in a sport where a helmet can be subjected to multiple collisions in a short period 
of time. The combination of the energy dissipation benefit offered by plastic deformation with 
the potential to undergo repeated loading makes the composite layer ideal.  
 In order to select the NNF that would best serve these functions, the team considered the 
rheological properties of two suspensions: precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) and a silica-
based suspension. The primary metric considered was reversibility. In the figures below, the 
viscosity of both the PCC and silica-based suspensions are plotted against shear stress for 
consecutive collisions with the squares representing one collision and the triangles representing 
the next (Dawson, McKinley & Gibson, 2018)   
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Figure 12: Viscosity against Shear Stress for PCC and Silica-Based Suspensions 

Source: MIT, 2014 
As seen in Figure 12, in the presence of repeated stresses, the PCC (left) exhibited a high degree 
of hysteresis, meaning that its viscosity changed greatly from one collision to the next; 
contrarily, the silica-based suspension (right) exhibited minimal hysteresis, demonstrating a 
greater degree of reversibility. This made it an ideal NNF choice.  

Analysis Procedure  
 In order to determine the efficacy of the NNF-impregnated dissipative layer relative to a 
standard air-impregnated layer, the team subjected its helmet to a drop test. While the curvature 
of an actual helmet would effectively increase the energy absorption of the helmet, the team 
made the assumption that for purposes of comparison, flat samples of cross sections 100 mm x 
100mm could effectively show differences in impact mitigation.  
 As discussed previously, the helmet samples were comprised of an outer polycarbonate 
shell 3 mm in thickness – as compared to the standard 5 mm thick outer shell – and the inner 
dissipative layer, an open-cell foam impregnated with a silica suspension shear thickening fluid. 
These samples were compared to identically sized samples of a “standard design,” one composed 
of a 5 mm thick polycarbonate layer and a vinyl-nitryl foam impregnated with air. In both cases, 
the layers were bonded together using the same high-strength adhesive.  
 Once the samples had completely cured, they were loaded onto a drop-tower. They were 
then dropped from such a height that the impact velocity was 6 m/s, imparting a total of 129 J on 
the sample. In the second phase of the testing, a striker was used to impact each sample to 
determine how rotational energy was effectively mitigated. In each trial, the maximum load 
sustained was measured. Each sample went through the testing process twice, which allowed for 
researchers to ensure that the efficacy in impact mitigation was consistent under repeated loading 
(Dawson, McKinley & Gibson, 2018)  

Analysis of Impact Mitigation 
 After obtaining the maximum load sustained for both the standard helmet sample and the 
NNF sample, the team plotted the maximum load sustained against the normalized weight of the 
helmet – the results are below with the triangle representing the NNF sample and the square 
representing the standard sample.  
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Figure 13: Normalized Maximum Load against Normalized Weight 

Source: MIT, 2014 
In Figure 13, it can be seen that in the NNF sample was better able to mitigate the pressure of the 
collision. While information regarding the impulse dissipation is not explicitly given, the 
effective dissipation of pressure indicates that impulse would likely be reduced, as well. 
Additionally, the plot of load against strain can provide insight into impulse dissipation. Here, 
the dotted line represents the NNF sample while the solid line represents the standard sample. 

   
Figure 14: Load against Strain 

Source: MIT, 2014 
Here, it can be seen that the NNF sample actually exhibited greater deformation. As discussed in 
the ZERO1 analysis, deformation is highly associated with impulse mitigation as it effectively 
extends the time of a collision. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that the NNF sample was 
effective in both pressure and impulse mitigation.   

Cost Consideration 
 While the materials involved in the production process are not expensive, the relatively 
complex manufacturing process could contribute to a costly helmet. Rather than employing a 
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standard inexpensive polypropylene foam for dissipation, the helmet requires that the open-cell 
foam is impregnated with a silica-suspension. While neither the open-cell foam nor the silica-
suspension are expensive to obtain, the impregnation process itself could prove costly on a large 
scale. However, if the manufacturing difficulties posed by the design could be solved, the helmet 
could be priced very competitively.    
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Comparative assessment of candidate solutions 

A summary of the characteristics of each helmet discussed above is shown in Table 1Table 1.  
below.  
 Mitigatium Vicis ZERO1 NNF-Impregnated 
Layer 1 
Material/Function 

Polycarbonate shell/ 
pressure deflection 

Thermoplastic 
elastomer 
shell/energy 
dissipation 

Polycarbonate shell/ 
pressure deflection 

Layer 2 
Material/Function 

Dense polymer with 
high acoustic 
impedance/pressure 
wave tuning 

Dynamic polymer 
columns/energy 
dissipation 

Open cell foam 
impregnated with 
silica-based 
suspension/energy 
dissipation 

Layer 3 
Material/Function 

Light polymer with 
low acoustic 
impedance/pressure 
wave tuning 

Polycarbonate shell/ 
pressure deflection 

Memory foam 
padding/wearer 
comfort 

Layer 4 
Material/Function 

Viscoelastic material 
with tuned damping 
frequency/energy 
dissipation   

Custom-fit memory 
foam pods/pressure 
deflection  

None 

Helmet Weight 4.8 lbs.  4.4 lbs.  Unknown 
Sample 20% lighter 
than conventional 
helmet tested 

Helmet Cost Not currently on 
market.   

$950.00 Not currently on 
market.  

Efficacy of Pressure 
Dissipation  

70% lower pressure 
at head surface than 
conventional helmet 
tested 

STAR Score: 1.92 
(best among helmets 
currently on market) 

50% lower pressure 
at head surface than 
conventional helmet 
tested 

Efficacy of Impulse 
Dissipation 

80% lower impulse at 
head surface than 
conventional helmet 

STAR Score: 1.92 
(best among helmets 
currently on market) 

Assumed to be 
reduced with pressure 

Stage of 
Development 

Prototyped, seeking 
investors 

On the market  Not yet fully 
prototyped  

 
Table 1. Comparative Assessment of Candidate Solutions 
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Project Recommendations 
In this section, the material layering of the Vicis ZERO1 will be proposed as the most effective 
means of impact mitigation. Additionally, potential challenges of widescale design and 
implementation and the potential impact this method of layering could have on the helmet 
industry and the safety of American football is considered.  

Proposed solution 

  While each method of material layering was shown to effectively mitigate impact through 
the reduction of pressure and impulse, the material layering in the Vicis ZERO1 is only method 
that has been proven empirically to perform both in a laboratory setting and on the playing field. 
There is no doubt that the pressure wave tuning and damping approach of Mitigatium could have 
significant application in the future, as its ability to dissipate pressure and impulse in the testing 
phase was superior to both the conventional helmet design and the NNF-impregnated model; 
however, it has yet to be seen whether the helmet can be manufactured and sold on a large scale. 
The NNF-impregnated model also demonstrated a respectable ability to dissipate pressure and to 
do so at a significantly lighter weight than the conventional helmet it was compared to; however, 
it has not yet been fully prototyped, and the researchers behind it have even acknowledged that it 
may be difficult to produce on a large scale (Dawson, McKinley & Gibson, 2018).  
 Contrarily, Vicis has demonstrated an ability over the last few years to achieve the very 
goal that Mitigatium and the researchers at MIT have sought to achieve: the reduction of the 
incidence of concussion in the sport of football. Today, the ZERO1 is worn by players across the 
NFL, NCAA, high school, and youth levels. Not only has the four-tiered design performed in the 
laboratory, earning the spot atop both the NFL/NFLPA helmet rankings and the Virginia Tech 
helmet rankings, but it has also performed on the field. At the University of Washington, Dr. 
Fred Rivera, a pediatrician and epidemiologist, conducted an observational study of 21 high 
school football programs where more than 90% of the players wore the ZERO1. In the 2018 
season, the first season in which the ZERO1 was made available to these high schools, players 
suffered a total of 59 concussions – down from 90 concussions in 2017 (“Coaches Survey,” 
2019). While this does not necessarily imply causality, it is certainly promising.  
 It is worth noting that each method of material layering outperformed competitors 
currently on the market for reduction of pressure and impulse. This demonstrates how an 
increased focus on energy dissipation can have a substantial impact on the helmet industry as a 
whole. If the NFL and other organizations were to consider the nature of brain injury and switch 
their testing focus from reducing linear peak force to a more holistic focus on energy dissipation, 
the helmet industry could be incentivized to make similar progress in the research and 
development of material layering for impact mitigation.  

Design and implementation challenges 

 Despite outperforming other helmets currently on the market, Jay Rigdon, a writer for 
The Comeback, notes that the popularity of the Vicis ZERO1 at the professional level still pales 
in comparison to models from competitors like Riddell and Schutt. In 2017, the first year the 
ZERO1 occupied the top spot on the NFL’s helmet safety rankings, only 50 of the league’s 1700 
players opted to wear it; contrarily, 55% of players wore helmets by Riddell. In 2018, the 
number of players wearing the ZERO1 increased to about 80 – just shy of 5% of the entire 
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league. The problem, most experts agree, is that players have often worn the same helmets their 
entire careers and are resistant to change.  
 Until this year, Tom Brady had been wearing the same Riddell VS4 model for over a 
decade. It was not until the NFL banned the helmet for poor performance that Brady found a 
newer, more competent model; even now he has complained that he does not “love the one” he is 
now forced to wear (Rigdon, 2017). Earlier this season, NFL star Antonio Brown threatened to 
retire when the league told him he could no longer wear his beloved Schutt Air Advantage – 
another ten-plus-year-old helmet.  
 As impressive as the ZERO1 has been in the laboratory, the accolades it collects mean 
nothing as long as players at the highest level do not want to wear it. If the league hopes to 
reduce the incidence of concussion, educating its players on helmet safety is a step in the right 
direction. Until then, however, it may be difficult for the ZERO1 to have as significant an impact 
as it hopes.  
 Additionally, the relatively difficult manufacturing process of the reflex layer design 
presents a challenge for Vicis to price its helmet competitively relative to other manufacturers 
less-nuanced layered designs. It is in this way that a simpler design, such as Mitigatium, that 
does not involve the installation of a number of malleable, compressible columns has an 
advantage from a design standpoint.  

Anticipated project outcomes and impacts 

 There will never exist a helmet that can completely eliminate the risk of concussion in 
football. However, if greater emphasis were placed on educating players about the medical 
nature of concussion and how an energy-dissipating helmet could serve to reduce the risk of 
suffering one, more players would be inclined to wear a helmet that is designed with their health 
in mind; this could contribute to a decrease in concussion numbers across all levels of play.  
 Additionally, if the National Football League were made more aware of the biomechanics 
of concussion, specifically the risk posed by linear and rotational energy, it could be open to 
overhauling its archaic helmet rating process that currently places an emphasis on reduction of 
peak force in favor of a testing process that incentivizes helmet manufacturers to invest in the 
research and development of a superior energy dissipating helmet. This, too, could certainly help 
reduce the incidence of concussion in the sport.  
 These solutions considered show how an increased emphasis on material layering for 
energy dissipation can change the helmet industry – in football and beyond. For now, the 
material layering in the Vicis ZERO1 is the most effective on the market; however, if the 
changes discussed above are implemented, it could soon face tremendous competition. This 
means a safer helmet and, with the threat that concussion poses to short-term and long-term 
player health, changed lives.   
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Glossary 

Acoustic Impedance ratio of a fluid’s acoustic pressure to its flow1 

Axonal Deformation damage caused by mechanical shearing and stretch of axons2  
Characteristic the frequency to which a pressure wave is tuned when passing through a 
Frequency material1 
   

Chronic Traumatic degenerative neurological condition found in brains that have been  
Encephalopathy subjected to repetitive brain trauma2 
  
Elastomer flexible polymer with weak intermolecular forces that allow for 

deformation and recovery to original shape3 
Finite-Element system that allows for the quantitative modelling of complex physical  
Analysis phenomena1 
Impulse change of the momentum of the helmet when acted on by force1 

Isotropic Modulus measure of a material’s resistance to elastic deformation1 
Non-Newtonian fluid that does not exhibit viscosity-stress independence3 
Fluid (NNF) 
Order-Disorder explanation of shear-thickening effect that holds that particles within a 
Proposal fluid collide in the presence of a force and subsequently harden 
Relaxed Modulus measure of a viscoelastic material’s elasticity when fully deformed1 

Shear-Thickening classification of non-Newtonian fluid where viscosity increases with  
Fluid (STF) force4 

Tau Protein proteins found in high concentrations in regions affected by CTE2  
Triaxial Angular  rotational accelerometer5 
Rate Sensor   
Unrelaxed Modulus measure of a viscoelastic material’s elasticity when subjected to a stress 

or strain 1  

Viscoelastic material that exhibits characteristics of both elastic and inelastic 
materials when under stress and deformation1 

 
 
 
1 Rahimzadeh, Arruda & Thouless, 2017 
2 Cullen & Harris, 2018 
3 Dawson, McKinley, Gibson, 2014 
3 Saxena, 2017 
4 Wahba, 2014 
5 Author 
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